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English Abstract   
This research addresses the various genres of tone contraction in two Chinese dialects, 

Southern Min and Mandarin.  It argues for the necessity of an independent grammar 

of tone in addition to one governing segment.  Both dialects follow a unified 

constraint ranking in the contraction of full tones, which faithfully conforms to BC 

(base-contractum) identity such that no tones are truncated.  On the other hand, a 

double-recursive subgrammar generates truncated forms as output variants.  A model 

of Rhythmic Correspondence, which determines tone correspondence on a metrical 

basis, is proposed to account for contraction involving a neutral tone or a diminutive 

suffix.  Reduplicate tone contraction entails a reassessment of reduplication 

morphology from the perspectives of tone correspondence and TETU. 

 

Keywords: syllable contraction, tone, correspondence, stress, reduplication 

          Optimality theory, constraint ranking 
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1. Introduction 
An issue that has been taken for granted but deserves serious attention is the parsing 

of tone in syllable contraction.  In the tradition of autosegmental phonology, it has 

been more or less a common observation across Chinese dialects that syllable 

contraction operates in an ‘edge-in’ fashion as developed in Yip (1988), which can be 

roughly summarized by the schema: ab + cd → ad.  To paraphrase, only the 

peripheral elements are associated and contained in the contractum, but the medial 

elements are partly or completely truncated.  Previous studies on syllable contraction, 

such as Cheng (1985), Chung (1992), Lin (1995), Hsiao (1999), and Chang (2002), 

among others, have concentrated on the segmental operation, where various genres of 

truncation are elaborated, and have assumed that the tonal operation follows the same 

pattern.  

One question is whether there is indeed truncation of tone in syllable contraction.  

This paper engages in an in-depth investigation of tone contraction in two popular 

Chinese dialects spoken in Taiwan, Southern Min and Mandarin.1  Both dialects 

exhibit rich phenomena of tonal alternations in connected speech, known as “tone 

sandhi.”   A second question, then, is how tone sandhi interacts with tone contraction.  

In this paper, I discuss mainly the contracted forms which have not yet been 

lexicalized into new words, since there are only a few lexicalized contracta and those 

few often involve diachronic factors.  In general, the nonlexicalized contracted 

syllables are longer than, or sometimes as long as, the regular syllables, and may 

violate the phonotactic conditions of both dialects.2  This leads to a third question: 

whether new tones (or new combinations of tones) are introduced in the syllable 

contractions

This paper takes an approach framed in Optimality Theory (Prince and 
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Smolensky 1993) to these questions, and analyzes the diverse patterns of tone 

contraction by virtue of various extensions of correspondence.  Several theoretical 

issues are considered: namely, how tonal correspondence may behave differently from 

segmental correspondence, to what extent a recursive evaluation may be required, 

how tonal correspondence may be metrically conditioned, and how reduplication 

correspondence may be reassessed from the tonal perspective. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 portrays the nature of 

full tone contraction, in which all the source syllables carry full tones.  I show that in 

both Southern Min and Mandarin, every tone element of the source syllables is 

retained in the contractum.  Section 3 discusses subsets of data that sanction tone 

truncation: first, tone truncation serves to differentiate an emphatic-nonemphatic 

distinction, where a recursive evaluation is required; second, tone truncation is 

imperative in a tone-mora mismatch.  Section 4 explores tone contraction that 

involves a neutral tone, a phonetic category that does not pertain to any tone in the 

inventory.  I observe that neutral tone contractions in both Chinese dialects are 

stress-oriented but perform in opposite fashions.  I propose a model of Rhythmic OO 

Correspondence to account for this discrepancy.  Section 5 considers tone 

contraction in relation to reduplication, where a schema of Panoramic OO 

Correspondence is developed.  The morphological status of reduplication is 

reexamined in light of tone correspondence.  The Rhythmic Correspondence is 

extended to an IO operation, and a tone markedness hierarchy is argued to govern the 

tone of the poststress syllable.  Section 6 presents my conclusions. 

 

2. Full tone contraction  
Both Southern Min and Mandarin display patterns of tone contraction that interact 

with tone sandhi in peculiar ways.  That is, the contracted tone can be either a 

combination of altered tones or a combination of altered and unaltered tones, but it 

can not be a combination of unaltered tones unless tone sandhi is irrelevant.  In most 

cases, the source syllables are full-toned but involve no neutral tones.  (Tone 

contraction that involves a neutral tone will be discussed in Section 4.).  The basic 

pattern of full tone contraction is that all the surface tones of the source syllables are 

preserved in the contracta, but no truncation of tone is sanctioned.  In terms of 

Correspondence Theory, the base-contractum (BC) tonal identity is strictly observed, 

though the contractum illustrates a case of moraic anti-faithfulness. 

 

2.1 Tone Sandhi and Tone Contraction 
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Southern Min distinguishes checked and smooth syllables.  A checked syllable is a 

short syllable that ends in a glottal or glottalized stop, while a smooth syllable is in 

principle a long syllable.  There are seven base tones in this language, each of which 

has a corresponding sandhi tone, as listed in (1).  The superscripts H and M represent 

the tones carried by checked syllables, while the rest are those carried by smooth 

syllables. 

 

(1) Tones in Southern Min  

Base Tones H HM L M LM M H 

Sandhi Tones M H HM H M L M 

 

In this Chinese dialect, adjacent base tones (B) are avoided in the output, and a 

well-known rule of tone sandhi can be expressed by the schema: B → S / __ B.3  

That is, given a pair of adjacent base tones, the first surfaces as a sandhi tone (S), 

while the second keeps its base form unchanged.  In a longer string, only the 

rightmost tone retains its base form: for example, the base tone sequence “M HM 

HM” would become “L H HM,”  where only the rightmost HM remains invariant in 

the output.  The question is then how tone sandhi interacts with syllable contraction, 

or more specifically, whether base tones or sandhi tones are contracted. 

(2)  a. ‘ tell me’ b. ‘don’t like’   

 kaM guanHM kongHM  boLM aiL  Underlying 

   kaL   guanH  kongHM    boM  aiL Surface 

 kanLH      kongHM   buaiML Contracted 

 

In (2a), the two sandhi tones, L and H, are contracted into an LH contour; 

whereas in (2b) the contracted ML contour is a combination of a sandhi tone, M, and a 

base tone, L.  In both cases, it is the surface tones but not the underlying tones that 

are contracted, a pattern that can be further exemplified by (3), where the source 

syllables are marked with surface tones.4 

 

(3) Southern Min Tone Contraction 

 Source Syllables Contracta Gloss 

a. kaL guanH kongHM kanLH kongHM ‘ tell me’ 

b. hoL guaH phangHM huaLH phangHM ‘give me bread’ 

c. hoL langM tsaiH hongLM tsaiH ‘known by sb.’  

d. kaL yiM phahM kaiLM phahM ‘hit him’ 
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e. binM naH tsaiL miaMH tsaiL ‘ tomorrow’ 

f. kinM naH litM kia� MH litM ‘ today’  

g. tsaM hngH tsangMH ‘yesterday’  

h. tsaM boH langLM tsaoMH langLM ‘woman’ 

i. toH uiM toiHM ‘where’  

j. tsitH tsunM tsinHM ‘now’ 

k. hitH tsunM hinHM ‘ then’  

l. tshutH laiM tsiaH tshuaiHM tsiaH ‘come out here’  

m. PhahH mL kianL phangHL kianL ‘ lost’  

n. tsiahH niL hoHM tsianHL hoHM ‘so good’ 

o. boM aiL buaiML ‘don’t like’  

 

There is no checked syllable in Mandarin, where the full-toned syllables are 

basically long,5 and four base tones are distinguished, as listed in (4).  Tone sandhi 

in this Chinese dialect pertains to the alternation of low tones.  A well-known rule is 

formalized as the schema: L → MH / __ L.  To paraphrase, in a series of low tones 

within a local domain, the final remains invariant in the output, while all the 

preceding ones surface as MH.  

 

(4) Tones in Mandarin  

Base Tones H MH L HM 

Sandhi Tones   MH  

 

In Mandarin, new tones are frequently introduced through syllable contraction. 

In particular, plenty of complex contours are obtained, as in (5), where MHM, LHM, 

MHL, HMH and HML are the derived contours but do not belong to the tone 

inventory.  

 

 

(5) Mandarin Tone Contraction 

 Source Syllables Contracta Gloss 

a. xingMH zhengHM yuanHM xiengMHM yuanHM ‘Executive Yuan’ 

b. minMH jinHM dangL minMHM dangL ‘DPP’ 

c. haoL xiangHM hangLHM ‘ likely’  

d. maL shangHM mangLHM ‘ immediately’  

e. zaoL shangHM zangLHM ‘morning’  
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f. suoMH yiL suoiMHL ‘ therefore’  

g. suoMH zhangL suangMHL ‘dept chair’  

h. xianH shengH xianH ‘Mr.’  

i. jinH tianH jianH ‘ today’  

j. gangH gangH gangH ‘ just’  

k. mingMH tianH mianMH ‘ tomorrow’ 

l. muoMH tuoH cheH muoMH cheH ‘motocycle’  

m xueMH shengH zhengHM xuengMH zhengHM ‘student ID’  

n. faH xianHM fainHM ‘discover’  

o. gongH gongHM gongHM ‘public’  

p. shiHM shiMH shiHMH ‘ fact’  

q. buHM ranMH branHMH ‘otherwise’  

r. zheHM zhongL zhongHML ‘ this kind’  

s. ziHM jiL ziHML ‘self ’  

 

In spite of the fact that some medial segments are lost in syllable contraction, 

there is no truncation of tone in (5), but all the tones of the source syllables are 

preserved in the contracta, a fact which is not accounted for by the edge-in 

convention.  

Like Southern Min, Mandarin contracts the surface tones.  In (5f,g), the first 

syllables of the source undergo tone sandhi and derive a MH (out of L).  The 

contracta inherit the outputs of the tone sandhi.  This is the case in both Chinese 

dialects.  To avoid distractions, this paper will not discuss details of the tone sandhi 

constraints, but will simply refer to them as TS-Con when necessary,6 since the focus 

of this research is not what a tone is changed to but how tones are contracted. 

 

2.2 Correspondence Constraints 

The Correspondence Theory was proposed by McCarthy and Prince (1995) and 

elaborated in many subsequent works (Itô, Kitagawa and Mester 1996; Kenstowicz 

1996; Kager 1999; Cheng 2001, Nelson 2003, among others).  The tenet of this 

theory enforces an OO correspondence between the base and the derivative, which, in 

the case of tone contraction, refers to the contractum. 
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(6)               Input 
  
                        

              IB         
  
                 Base           Contractum  
                          BC 
 

The diagram in (6) is based on McCarthy and Prince’s basic model, assuming 

that the contractum has no access to the input (and a full model will be discussed in 

Section 5.2).  Two correspondence constraints can be drawn from this basic model, 

namely, Ident-T(BC) and Ident-T(IB), which require identical corresponding elements 

between the relevant structures. 

 

(7) a. Ident-T(BC): corresponding tone elements of the base and the contractum 

are identical. 

b. Ident-T(IB): corresponding tone elements of the input and the base are 

identical. 

 

Full tone contraction in Southern Min and Mandarin entails identity of the 

surface tones between the source syllables (the base) and the contractum.  This 

indicates that Ident-T(BC) must rank high.  The operation of tone sandhi will suggest 

then that the tones of the input and the base do not have to be identical, a fact that 

necessitates the low ranking of Ident-T(IB).  As shown in (8) and (9), only 

candidates (b) are chosen as optimal outputs, while the rest of the candidates are 

excluded by Ident-T(BC). 

 

(8) Input: hoM langLM (tsaiH)7  ‘known by sb.’  (Southern Min) 

Base: hoL langM (tsaiH)  Contractum: hongLM (tsaiH) 

   /M LM/ 

   [L  M] 

Ident-T(BC) Ident-T(IB) 

a. MLM * ! *  
�

b. LM  *  

c. ML * ! *  

d. M * ! *  

 

(9) Input: suoL zhangL  ‘ institute chair’  (Mandarin) 
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Base: suoMH zhangL   Contractum: suangMHL 

   /L   L/ 

   [MH L] 

Ident-T(BC) Ident-T(IB) 

a. L * ! *  
�

b. MHL  *  

c. ML * ! *  

d. HL * ! *  

e. MH * ! *  

 

The prevalence of Ident-T(BC) clearly points to the fact that tonal 

correspondence operates differently from segmental correspondence.  Consider again 

(3) and (5).  On the one hand, segments are inevitably truncated in syllable 

contraction, and the BC identity is suppressed or absent.  On the other, tone 

truncation does not take place in full tone contraction, and the BC identity must be 

firmly respected.  

 

2.3 Mora Reduction 

Full-toned syllables in Southern Min and Mandarin, open or closed, are basically 

bimoraic,8 and syllable contraction can be viewed as mora reduction.  Alderete 

(2001) proposes a notion of transderivational anti-faithfulness, which assumes that 

Universal Grammar includes a set of constraints that trigger morphophonological 

alternations.  Full tone contraction in both Chinese dialects provides evidence for a 

constraint of moraic anti-faithfulness, ¬Max-BC(µ).  Namely, the number of mora in 

the contractum can not be the same as the number of mora in the base; there is an 

obligatory deletion of mora.  The base usually consists of two bimoraic source 

syllables, and the contractum is usually longer than, or sometimes as long as, a 

full-toned syllable.  Accordingly, the contractum has at most three or at least two 

morae, as the constraint CtrForm holds. 

 

(10) ¬Max-BC(µ): obligatory deletion of mora (It is not the case that a mora in the 

base has a correspondent in the contractum).  

(11) CtrForm: a contractum is minimally bimoraic and maximally trimoraic. 

(12) (T=1)µ: each mora bears one tone element.  

(13) OCP-T: adjacent identical tone elements within a syllable are avoided. 

 

Yip (1980) and Duanmu (1994), among others, in broad surveys of Chinese 
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dialects consider mora a tone bearing unit.  This observation is useful in explicating 

syllable contraction.  The constraint (T=1)µ is based on the assumption that one 

mora (or timing slot) bears one tone element (see also Woo 1969).  At this point, a 

three-tone contour can be preserved only in a contractum no shorter than trimoraic.  

As in (14), the rendering of the contractum must be longer than a regular bimoraic 

syllable such that the rise-fall, MHL, can be realized in the surface.  Candidate (b) is 

selected as the optimal output, while the rest of the candidates are excluded by either 

CtrForm, ¬Max-BC(µ), or (T=1)µ.9   

 

(14) Base: [suoMH]µµ [zhangL]µµ  (Mandarin) 

Contractum: [suangMHL]µµµ  ‘ institute chair’  

    [MH]µµ [L]µµ CtrForm ¬Max-BC(µ) (T=1)µ Ident-T(BC) 

a. [MHL]µµµµ * (!) * (!)   
�

b. [MHL]µµµ     

c. [MHL]µµ   * !  

d. [MHL]µ * (!)  * (!)  

 

(T=1)µ and OCP-T are not critically ranked, for there will be no conflict between 

these two constraints. (T=1)µ prohibits a mora from bearing more than one tone 

element, while OCP-T disallows adjacent morae to carry identical tones within a 

syllable.  What is not excluded is the possibility of a single tone element being 

associated with more than one mora.  

 

(15) Base: [hoL]µµ [langM]µµ (tsaiH)    (Southern Min) 

Contractum: [hongLM]µµ(µ) (tsaiH)  ‘known by sb.’  

   [L]µµ [M]µµ Ctr 

Form 

¬Max- 

BC(µ) 

(T=1)

µ 

OCP-

T 

Ident- 

T(BC) 
�

a. [L]µ [M]µµ      
�

b. [L]µµ [M]µ      

c. [L]µ [M]µ [M]µ    * !  

d. [L]µ [L]µ [M]µ    * !  
�

e. [L]µ [M]µ      

f. [LM]µ * (!)  * (!)   

 

Under the effects of OCP-T, one of two tone elements within a trimoraic 

contractum will be doubly-linked to two morae.  In (15), either L or M can be linked 
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with two morae (depending on individual differences), and three optimal outputs can 

be selected, candidates (a), (b) and (e).  Accordingly, a contracted level tone can be 

achieved by associating a tone element to two or three morae. 

 

3. Tone Truncation 
Whereas full tone contractions in Southern Min and Mandarin firmly comply with the 

BC identity, there are small subsets of data that exhibit truncated outputs.  Tone 

truncation in full tone contraction is possible in two situations.  First, the truncated 

tonal outputs may serve as nonemphatic variants of the nontruncated output which 

renders an emphatic reading.  Second, the truncated tone may follow from an effect 

of high-leveling, which is found in particular in colloquial Mandarin speech. 

 

3.1 Motivating a Double-Recursive Grammar 

The concept of gradient faithfulness offers a fresh interpretation of variant formations.  

A given input may generate multiple optimal outputs, one of which is often more 

faithful to the input and can be referred to as the base, while the other variants are 

usually less faithful and can be predictable from the base.  Bernua (1997) argues for 

the need for recursive evaluation, assuming that paradigms are evaluated in parallel 

against a recursive constraint hierarchy.  The base (the most faithful output) is 

evaluated against a higher-ranked recursion, while the variants (the less faithful 

outputs) are evaluated against a lower-ranked recursion.  For this purpose, the 

recursive evaluation is by nature an output-variant (OV) correspondence (Kawahara 

2002).  It accounts for multiple optimal outputs without the exertion of excessive 

constraint reranking.  

 

(16) Southern Min Tone Truncation 

 Source  

Syllables 

Nontruncated 

Contracta 

Truncated 

Contracta 

Gloss 

a. si
�

a
�

H langLM siangHLM siangHL/HM/LM ‘who’ 

b. laiM khiHM hiaH laiMHM hiaH laiMH/HM hiaH ‘go there’  

 

Tone contraction in Southern Min reveals an OO extension of the recursive 

evaluation.  The contracta in (16) reflect different degrees of BC correspondence: the 

nontruncated contracta, siangHLM and laiMHM, are most faithful to their output 

bases (the source syllables), while the truncated contracta are less faithful.  In the 

domain of OV correspondence, a double-recursive grammar is activated to generate 
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both nontruncated and truncated contracta.  

 

(17) Max-T(BC): every tone element in the contractum must have a correspondent 

in the base. 

 

The gradient faithfulness can be captured by the constraint Max-T(BC), which 

must dominate Ident-T(BC) to sanction truncated forms correctly in the lower ranked 

recursion.  The pair of tableaux in (18) illustrates the recursive evaluation of (16a).  

(18) Recursion A   Input: si
�

a
�

HM langLM  Base: si
�

a
�

H langLM 

    /HM LM/ 

  [H  LM] 

Max- 

T(BC) 

Ident- 

T(BC) 

Ident- 

T(IB) 

>> 

  a. HMLM  * !   
�

b. HLM   *   

  c. H * !*  *  *   

  d. HM * ! *  *   

  e. HL * ! *  *   

  f. LM * ! *  *   

  g. L * !*  *  *   

  h. M * !*  *  *   

  

Recursion B   Input: si
�

a
�

HM langLM  Base: siangHLM 

>>     /HM LM/ 

  [HLM] 

Max- 

T(BC) 

Ident- 

T(BC) 

Ident- 

T(IB) 

   a. H ** ! *  *  

 
�

b. HM *  *  *  

 
�

c. HL *  *  *  

 
�

d. LM *  *  *  

 e. L ** ! *  *  

 f. M ** ! *  *  

 

Both nontruncated and truncated candidates are evaluated against Recursion A, 

but only the truncated candidates are evaluated against Recursion B.  This pair of 

recursions targets different output bases.  In Recursion A, si
�

a
�

HM langLM constitutes 

the base, whereby the nontruncated tone, siangHLM, is chosen as the optimal output.  

In Recursion B, the nontruncated contractum, siangHLM, in turns serves as the base 

to generate the truncated tones, siangHM, siangHL and siangLM.10 
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The nontruncated contractum is an emphatic rendering, while the truncated 

variants are nonemphatic readings.  The theoretical implication is that Southern Min 

requires a double-recursive grammar to account for the emphatic/nonemphatic 

distinction.  Recursion A selects the emphatic output, while Recursion B selects the 

nonemphatic variants.  The grammar does not include a further recursion, since all 

possible truncated variants have emerged in Recursion B.  

In brief, although the correspondence constraints prohibit deletion or insertion of 

tone in full tone contraction, as discussed in Section 2.2, the recursive evaluation 

opens a threshold to tone truncation from the perspective of OV correspondence.  

 

3.2 High-Leveling in Mandarin 

The recursive evaluation is also motivated in the grammar of Mandarin.  (19a) can 

be derived in te same fashion as (18).  However, the truncated contracta in (19b,c) 

pose a problem as to why the truncated variants are H instead of HM or MH.  What 

happens is as follows: the M between the two H’s is truncated, and the contracted H is 

in fact a combination of two H’s.  

  

(19) Mandarin Tone Truncation 

 Source  

Syllables 

Nontruncated 

Contracta 

Truncated 

Contracta 

Gloss 

a. suoMH yiL suoiMHL sueMH/HL ‘ therefore’  

b. daHM jiaH daHMH daH ‘everybody’  

c qiHM iaH qiaHMH qiaH ‘air pressure’  

 

As discussed in Section 2.3, a three-tone contour must be phonetically realized in 

a trimoraic contractum.  Any shorter contracted variant would result in tone 

truncation.  In (19b,c), mora reduction also operates through a double-recursive 

grammar, where the nontruncated form, HMH, and the truncated form, H, can both be 

obtained.  In particular, the truncated form manifests an effect of high-leveling, in 

addition to the OCP effects.  As shown by (20), output 1 indicates the source 

syllables, each of which consists of two morae; output 2 is reduced to a trimoraic 

contractum, which preserves the three-tone contour; output 3 is further reduced to a 

bimoraic contractum, in which the tones are truncated into a high level tone.  

 

(20) Output 1:  [H]µ[M]µ  [H]µµ   

Output 2:  [H]µ[M]µ[H]µ      mora reduction 
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Output 3:  [H]µµ              mora reduction, M truncation, OCP 

 

The output list in (20) is not intended to stipulate steps of derivations, but it calls 

for a markedness constraint, Hi(gh)Lev(eling). 

 

(21) HiLev: a monomoraic M between two H’s is not parsed. 

 

A mid tone between two high tones is difficult to articulate in fast speech.   It is 

expectable that a mid tone of this type may be truncated in syllable contraction, 

particularly when the number of mora is reduced.  In (22), the base in Recursion A 

has four morae, and the optimal output, candidate (d), is reduced to a trimoraic 

contractum; in Recursion B, the base has three morae, and the bimoraic candidate (c) 

is chosen as the optimal output.  HiLev is dominated by OCP-T, Max-T(BC) and 

Ident-T(BC) such that the nontruncated tone, HMH, in the higher ranked recursion is 

preferred over H, but in the lower ranked recursion this constraint enables the 

truncated variant, H, to surface.  

 

(22)  Recursion A   Input: daHM jiaH  Base: [daHM]µµ [jiaH]µµ 

    /HM H/ 

  [HM H] 

OCP

-T 

Max- 

T(BC) 

Ident- 

T(BC) 

HiLev Ident- 

T(IB) 

>> 

  a. [M]µ  * !*  *  *    

  b. [H]µ [H]µ * ! *  *     

  c. [H]µ  * !*  *     
�

d. [H]µ [M]µ [H]µ    *    

  e. [H]µ [M]µ  * ! *  *    

  f. [M]µ [H]µ  * ! *  *    

  

Recursion B   Input: daHM jiaH  Base: [daHMH)µµµ 

>>     /HM H/ 

  [HMH] 

OCP

-T 

Max- 

T(BC) 

Ident- 

T(BC) 

HiLev Ident- 

T(IB) 

   a. [M]µ  * * ! *  *   

   b. [H]µ [H]µ * ! *  *    

 �

c. [H]µµ  *  *    

   e. [H]µ [M]µ  *  *  * !  

   f. [M]µ [H]µ  *  *  * !  
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In cases like (22), HiLev functions to generate the truncated form in Recursion B, 

but has no effect on Recursion A, where the trimoraic contractum has no problem in 

carrying the three-tone contour.  In other words, high-leveling is relevant only in 

obtaining output variants.  However, there are cases where high-leveling is 

imperative, that is, when tones outnumber morae.  In (23a-i), the source syllables 

contain four tone elements, forming either a pair of falling contours or a pair of rising 

contours, but the contracted syllables have only three morae.  In that event, 

high-leveling is necessitated in the sequences to resolve the tone-mora mismatch; 

specifically, the first M of “HMHM” in (23q-e) and the second M of “MHMH” in 

(23f-i) must be truncated. 

 

(23) Mandarin Tone Truncation 

 Source Syllables Contracta Gloss 

a. zhengHM zhiHM zheiHM ‘politics’  

b. dianHM dongHM diongHM ‘electronic’’  

c. zhuHM jiaoHM zhuaoHM ‘T.A.’  

d. daoHM chuHM dauHM ‘everywhere’  

e. baoHM gaoHM baoHM ‘report’  

f. puMH taoMH puaoMH ‘grape’ 

g. pingMH changMH piangMH ‘usually’  

h. tuMH ranMH tranMH ‘suddenly’  

i. WangMH xiaoMH jieL WangMH jieL ‘Miss Wang’ 

 

The contracta in (23) have exclusively one acceptable reading, but do not 

distinguish emphatic/nonemphatic variants.  Therefore, recursive evaluation is not 

motivated here.  The effect of the obligatory high-leveling can be illustrated by the 

following tableaux.  

 

(24)  Base: [baoHM]µµ [gaoHM]µµ 

  [HM HM] (T=1)µ OCP-T Ident-T(BC) HiLev 

  a. [HMHM]µµµ * !   *  

  b. [M]µ [H]µ [M]µ   *  * ! 

  c. [H]µ [M]µ [H]µ   *  * ! 
�

d. [H]µµ [M]µ   *   

  e. [H]µ [H]µ [M]µ  * ! *   

  f. [MH]µµµ   *  * ! 
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(25)  Base: [WangMH]µµ [xiaoMH]µµ (jieL) 

    /MH MH/ 

  [MH MH] 

(T=1)µ OCP-T Ident-T(BC) HiLev 

  a. [MHMH]µµµ * !   *  

  b. [M]µ [H]µ [M]µ   *  * ! 

  c. [H]µ [M]µ [H]µ   *  * ! 
�

d. [M]µ [H]µµ   *   

  e. [M]µ [H]µ [H]µ  * ! *   

  f. [HM]µµµ   *  * ! 

 

In both tableaux, candidates (d) are chosen as the optimal outputs, where an M 

between two H’s is not parsed, in conformity to Hilev; the two adjacent H’s merge 

into one which is associated with two morae, in accordance with OCP-T.  In contrast, 

candidates (a) are excluded by (T=1)µ, which prevents the trimoraic contracta from 

carrying four tone elements,11 and candidates (e) by OCP-T.  Candidates (b), (c) and 

(f) are in violation of Hilev.  

The tendency of high leveling, or M truncation, in a set of Mandarin trisyllabic 

expressions has also been observed earlier by Chao (1968), and elaborated by 

Duanmu (2000), as listed below: 

 

(26) Mandarin Trisyllabic Expressions (Chao 1968: 27-28) 

 Regular Colloquial  Gloss 

a. fenH shuiMH lingL fenH shuiH lingL ‘watershed’ 

b. sanH nianMH jiMH sanH nianH jiMH ‘3rd-year grade’ 

c. congH youMH bingMH congH youH bingMH ‘onion oil cake’  

d. sheiMH nengMH feiH sheiMH nengH feiH ‘who can fly?’  

e. haoMH jiMH zhongL haoMH jiH zhongL ‘many kinds’  

f. haiMH meiMH wanMH haiMH meiH wanMH ‘not yet finished’ 

 

In (26a-f), the M of the second syllable is truncated in colloquial speech, when 

preceded by either an H or a MH. The truncation of M results in the emergence of a 

high level tone, a process that can be summarized by the schema: -H MH → -H H.  

It is not surprising that this pattern of high leveling also occurs in syllable contraction, 

since syllables are usually contracted in colloquial speech. 
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3.3 A Unified Constraint Ranking 

In terms of full tone contraction, we can summarize a partial constraint ranking as in 

(27), which is shared by Southern Min and Mandarin. 

 

(27) Full Tone Contraction Ranking 

CtrForm, ¬Max-BC(µ), (T=1)µ, OCP-T       >> 

TS-Con                                >> 

( Max-T(BC)                             >> ) 

Ident-T(BC)                             >> 

HiLev                                  >> 

Ident-T(IB) 

 

A contracted syllable is usually longer than, or sometimes as long as, a regular 

syllable, and has at most three morae.  Therefore, CtrForm, ¬Max-BC(µ) and (T=1)µ 

are predominant in both dialects.  OCP-T is also top-ranked to avoid outputs like 

[H]µ[H]µ, etc.  Max-T(BC) is parenthesized on the ranking hierarchy: it is only 

relevant to the distinction between emphatic and nonemphatic outputs, operating 

exclusively on the domain of OV correspondence.  It dominates Ident-T(BC) in 

order to account for tonal variants which show different degrees of faithfulness. 

Ident-T(BC) is respected in light of BC correspondence but plays practically no role 

in OV correspondence.  It dominates HiLev but is functionless when tones 

outnumber morae, as shown in (24-25).  HiLev can not be ranked high, since the 

nontruncated contractum would be otherwise eliminated in a system of recursive 

evaluation.  Finally, Ident-T(IB) is ranked at the bottom, since the source syllables 

(the base) that bear full tones are subject to tone sandhi, a fact that also explicates the 

high ranking of TS-Con.  However, when one of the source syllables surfaces with a 

neutral tone, TS-Con will be irrelevant, as will be discussed in Section 4. 

 

4. Neutral Tone Contraction 
Stress in Southern Min or Mandarin is not usually clear to the native speakers, but a 

syllable that carries a neutral tone is always unstressed.  Neutral tone is a phonetic 

category that does not pertain to any tone in the inventory.  A trochee is commonly 

formed out of a pair of syllables in which the first bears a full tone and the second 

bears a neutral tone.  However, neutral tones in these two dialects exhibit quite 

diverse patterns in the participation of tone contraction.  The contractum parses the 

neutral tone in Southern Min, but not in Mandarin.  A model of Rhythmic 
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Correspondence is proposed in Section 4.1, where BC correspondence is further 

distinguished in two ways: that is, the unstressed tone identity (in Southern Min) and 

the stressed tone identity (in Mandarin). 

 

4.1 Rhythmic Correspondence 

Neutral tone contraction is not a simple matter of tone change but it highlights the 

function of stress in Southern Min and Mandarin.  Tonal correspondence in both 

dialects operates on a rhythmic basis.  A model of Rhythmic Correspondence can be 

proposed as follows: 

 
(28) Model of Rhythmic Correspondence 
 
  
 
 
                           
 
 
 
 
 

The basic idea of this model is that tonal correspondence can be determined by 

the metrical structure of the base.  Two primitive members are factored from BC 

correspondence: that is, UBC and SBC.  UBC correspondence holds between the 

contractum and the unstressed syllable of the base, while SBC correspondence holds 

between the contractum and the stressed syllable of the base.  Southern Min observes 

UBC correspondence, where a neutral tone is always retained in the contractum, as 

will be discussed in Section 4.2.  Mandarin, on the other hand, exhibits a simple case 

of SBC correspondence, in which a neutral tone is not parsed in syllable contraction, 

as will be discussed in Section 4.3. 

 

4.2 Unstressed Tone Identity in Southern Min 

In Southern Min, the neutral tone exhibits the phonetic value of L, but it behaves 

differently from the full tone L.  A neutral tone can be preceded by a base tone or 

another neutral tone, while the full tone L is usually preceded by a sandhi tone.  I 

will use “Lo”  to represent the neutral tone, in contrast to the full tone L.  In this 

dialect, contraction involving the neutral tone can be found in at least two types of 

linguistic forms, that is, the constructions of kinship reduplication and 

verb-complement (VC).  

Base 

 

 s     w  

 

 

 

Contractum 

BC 

UBC 

SBC 
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(29) Kinship Reduplicate Contraction (Southern Min) 

 Neutral Tones Contracta Gloss 

a. paH paLo paLo ‘ father’  

b. maH maLo maLo ‘mother’  

c. koH koLo koLo ‘brother’  

d. tseH tseLo tseLo ‘sister’  

 

In kinship reduplicates, as in (29), the neutral tone participates in the syllable 

contraction in a rather surprising way: namely, it is the neutral tone that is parsed in 

the contractum, but the preceding full tone is truncated.  The occurrence of the 

neutral tone is subsumed under a trochee on the source syllables, and the tonal 

correspondence holds between the unstressed source syllable and the contractum.  A 

more primitive constraint, Ident-T(UBC), can be extracted from Ident-T(BC).   

 

(30) Ident-T(UBC): corresponding tone elements of the contractum and the unstressed 

syllable of the base are identical. 

 

To ensure that only the unstressed tone, the neutral tone, is preserved in the 

contractum, Ident-T(UBC) must dominate Ident-T(BC), as illustrated by the tableaux 

in (31). 

 

(31)   Base: paH paLo  ‘ father’  (kinship reduplication) 

 [H Lo] Ident-T(UBC) Ident-T(BC) 

  a. H * ! *  
�

b. Lo   *  

  c. HLo * !  

 

There are also cases where both source syllables bear neutral tones, as in (32), 

where the complements of the verbs are function words and thus are metrically less 

salient.   

 

(32) Verb-Complement Contraction (Southern Min) 

 Neutral Tones Contracta Gloss 

a. pehM khiLo laiLo pehM khiaiLo ‘get up’  
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b. tsongLM tshutLo khiLo tsaoHM tshuaiLo ‘ rush out’  

c. tanHM tsitLo eLo tanHM tseLo ‘wait a moment’  

 

In terms of metrical beat assignment, a trochee can be formed on the trisyllabic 

construction. That is, the verb is assigned a downbeat (strong), while the complements 

share an upbeat (weak).  At this point, the tones of the weak beat are parsed in the 

contracta, where two neutral tones are combined into one.   

 

4.3 Stressed Tone Identity in Mandarin 

The neutral tone in Mandarin is perceived with various pitch heights or contours, 

depending on the tone value of the preceding syllable (Chao 1948, Wang and Li 1967, 

Cheng 1973).  I will adopt the conventional notation “0”  to represent the Mandarin 

neutral tone, as its phonetic value is fuzzy and not identical to any tone of the 

inventory.  In this Chinese dialect, neutral tone contraction is also found in kinship 

reduplication, but unlike Southern Min, Mandarin does not parse the neutral tone in 

the contractum.  

 

(33) Mandarin Neutral Tone Contraction 

 Neutral Tones Contracta Gloss 

a. shiHM bu0 shiHM shibHM shiHM ‘ isn’t it?’  

b. jueMH bu0 jueMH deMH juebMH jueMH deMH ‘ think so?’  

c. zhiH bu0 zhiH daoHM zhibH zhiH daoHM ‘know it?’  

d. taiHM tai0 taiHM ‘wife’  

e. paHM pa0 paHM ‘ father’  

f. shuMH shu0 shuMH ‘uncle’  

g. jieL jie0 jieL ‘sister’  

 

The contracted tone patterns in (33) show that only the tones of the stressed 

source syllables are retained in the contracta.  Tonal correspondence is required 

between the contractum and the stressed syllable of the base.  Therefore, 

Ident-T(SBC) is called upon instead of Ident-T(UBC). 

 

(34) Ident-T(SBC): corresponding tone elements of the contractum and the stressed 

syllable of the base are identical. 

 

Ident-T(SBC) dominates Ident-T(BC) in Mandarin, while Ident-T(UBC) is not 
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an active constraint here, as can be seen in (35).  

 

(35) a. Base: paHM pa0  ‘ father’  (kinship reduplication) 

 

 

b. Base: jueMH bu0 jueMH deMH ‘do you think so?’ (V-not-V) 

 [MH 0] Ident-T(SBC) Ident-T(BC) OCP-T 

  a. MH0 * !   
�

b. MH  *   

c. 0 * ! *   

 

5. Reduplicate Tone Contraction 
Reduplications in both Southern Min and Mandarin are segmentally straightforward, 

but tonally complicated.  Both dialects show simple total reduplication of segments, 

but the syllables of the reduplicates abound in intricate tone changes.  In addition to 

the kinship reduplicate contraction discussed in Section 4, Southern Min adjective 

triplication (hereafter, AAA) can be contracted into a disyllabic form (hereafter, AA) 

in casual speech, while Mandarin disyllabic adverbial or adjective reduplication is 

often contracted with the diminutive suffix er (hereafter, AAr).  A model of 

Panoramic OO Ccorrespondence is argued for, which assumes no BR 

(base-reduplicant) correspondence but allows the Southern Min AAA as a whole to 

constitute the base for tone contraction.  In addition, the Rhythmic Correspondence 

proposed in Section 4.1 is also applicable from an IO perspective; it serves to 

explicate Mandarin AAr, which undertakes a trochaic rhythm and observes tone 

identity between the input and the stressed syllable of the output, positing an 

underlying toneless er.  

 

5.1 Contracted AA in Southern Min 

There are two kinds of disyllabic adjective reduplications in Southern Min, which are 

of identical segmental forms but differ in semantic and tonal properties.  I will refer 

to them as AA1 and AA2.  AA1 is the regular disyllabic reduplication, which 

semantically weakens the adjective, for example, angM angLM meaning ‘a little red’ .  

AA2 is contracted from AAA, and inherits the emphatic meaning of the triplication, 

[HM 0] Ident-T(SBC) Ident-T(BC) OCP-T 

  a. HM0 * !   
�

b. HM  *   

c. 0 * ! *   
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for example, angMHM angLM meaning ‘very red’ .  On the one hand, angM angLM, 

AA1, is subject to tone sandhi so that the first syllable surfaces with a sandhi tone (M) 

while the second syllable carries a base tone (LM).  On the other, angMHM angLM, 

AA2, results from tone contraction, in which MHM is contracted from MH and M, as 

in (36e).  The focus of this section lies in the contracted tone of AA2.  

 

(36) Reduplicate Contraction in Southern Min 

 Triplication Contracta Gloss 

a. khuiMH khuiM khuiH khuiMHM khuiH ‘wide-open’ 

b. sinMH sinM sinH sinMHM sinH ‘brand new’ 

c. sangMH sangM sangH sangMHM sangH ‘very loose’  

d. phangMH phangM phangH phangMHM phangH ‘very fragrant’  

e. angMH angM angLM angMHM angLM ‘very red’  

f. tuaMH tuaL tuaM tuaMHL tuaM ‘very big’  

g. gongMH gongL gongM gongMHL gongM ‘very stupid’  

h. nuaMH nuaL nuaM nuaMHL nuaM ‘very soft’  

i. tiengMH tiengL tiengM tiengMHL tiengM ‘very hard’  

j. liengMH liengL liengM liengMHL liengM ‘very slack’  

 

The first two syllables of the triplication are contracted into one.  I would like to 

argue here that the triplication constitutes a “panoramic base”  in the nonreduplicating 

environment.  A relevant proposal was made by Struijke (2000), who relates the 

reduplication output as a whole to the input using the concept of “broad IO 

faithfulness.”   However, in the case of the triplicate contraction in Southern Min, 

tonal correspondence does not operate on an IO basis, but it holds between outputs, 

namely, between the base and the contractum (hereafter, PBC).  A model of 

panoramic OO correspondence can be posited as in (37).  

 

(37) Model of Panoramic OO Correspondence 

 

                                      contractum  

                   PBC 

 

Under this model, elements in the reduplicate output are treated as a whole and 

form the base.  Corresponding elements in the base and the contractum must be 

Base 

Reduplication 
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identical, regardless of the internal bracketing of the reduplication.  The 

correspondence between the internal elements of the reduplication is absent or ranked 

at the bottom, allowing the triplicate to undergo tone sandhi.  The PBC (panoramic 

base-contractum) correspondence governs tone contraction of the reduplicates; it 

enables the contractum to inherit the tone pattern of the triplication.   

What happens here is a discrepancy between tone and segment.  The three 

syllables of the triplication bear different tones in the output, where no BR identity is 

assumed.  On the other hand, the three syllables are identical in terms of segments, 

and the BR identity seems to be observed.  To unveil the nature of this discrepancy, 

we shall have a closer look at the morphological structure of AAA. Three analyses 

have been documented in the literature.  Chiang (1992: 120) proposes to treat all 

reduplications in Chinese dialects as “the product of a single suffixation process,”  

while Ou (1996: 23) suggests that prefixation is involved in the Southern Min 

triplication.  The problem is that the Southern Min triplication pertains to total 

reduplication of segments.  It is not clear which part of the output is the reduplicant 

and which is the base.  Yip (2001: 206) then suggests that reduplicates are 

“compounds of a word with itself.” 12  In this paper, I observe that the notion of 

self-compounding provide a convenient angle to look at the Southern Min triplication.  

The three A’s have equivalent morphological status; each is related to the input 

morpheme by IO identity, but no BR identity is assumed.  
 

(38)                 

 
 
                     Segmental self-compounding 
 
 
                                             AA2  
                              Tonal PBC 

 

The schema in (38) indicates the need for two independent grammars: the 

grammar of segment and the grammar of tone.  IO identity must be predominant at 

the segmental level to account for the total reduplication, but it must be dominated at 

the tonal level to facilitate tone sandhi.  The PBC identity operates on tones but not 

segments, as it allows segment truncation but preserves the tone pattern of the base 

(AAA) in the contractum (AA2). 

  A   A   A  

Base 

Input 

    A  
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5.2 Contracted AAr in Mandarin 

Mandarin AA, the disyllabic adverbial/adjective reduplication, is frequently 

contracted with the diminutive suffix er.  The er-contracted syllable (the second 

syllable) carries a high tone in the output, while the preceding syllable surfaces with 

its base tone, as in (39).  

 

(39) Mandarin AAr Contraction 

 er-Contraction  Gloss 

a. huanL huarH  ‘slowly’  

b. qianL qiarH ‘shallow’ 

c. haoL haorH  ‘nicely’  

d. henL herH ‘ruthlessly’  

e. yuanL yuarH  ‘ far’  

f. bianL biarH  ‘ flat’  

 

A striking phenomenon is that the noncontracted source syllables, AA er, are not 

legitimate outputs, but only the contracted forms AAr, can surface.  Without the 

suffix er, the AA reduplicate would be perfectly acceptable in the output, as in (40), 

where tone sandhi requires the first syllable to carry its sandhi tone (MH) but the 

second to retain its base tone (L).  

 

(40) Mandarin AA (Tone Sandhi Reading) 

 Reduplication Gloss 

a. huanMH huanL ‘slowly’  

b. qianMH qianL ‘shallow’ 

c. haoMH haoL ‘nicely’  

d. henMH henL  ‘ ruthlessly’  

e. yuanMH yuanL  ‘ far’  

f. bianMH bianL ‘ flat’  

 

Accordingly, three phenomena can be summarized.  First, since AA er can not 

be a surface form, the source syllables for the AAr contraction are unlikely to be the 

output, but the input.  Second, the contracted AAr displays a uniform tone pattern: a 

base tone followed by a high tone.  Third, AA undergoes tone sandhi whenever 
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applicable.  In view of that, the AAr contraction occurs to observe IO but not OO 

correspondence.  To portray the IO correspondence in question, we shall also look 

into the morphological structure of Mandarin AA.  Like Southern Min, there are 

three possible analyses of Mandarin AA: prefixation, suffixation, and 

self-compounding.   

As Mandarin AA also shows total reduplication of segments, there is no obvious 

evidence for prefixation or suffixation.  A second reason not to favor the affixation 

analyses can be elaborated through McCarthy and Prince’s (1995) models, as in (41).  

The basic model in (41a) assumes that the reduplicant has no access to the input, 

while the full model in (41b) allows such access but considers the reduplicant not as 

faithful as the base to the input.  In other words, IR faithfulness is either absent or 

insignificant.  

 

(41) Reduplication Correspondence (McCarthy and Prince 1995: 252) 
a. Basic Model                 b. Full Model 

           /afRED + stem/                   /afRED + stem/ 

                      IB                     IR          IB 
 
 

      reduplicant        base           reduplicant        base 

                  BR                             BR 

 

What makes the affixation analyses unattractive is the inevitable primacy of IR 

faithfulness.  To account for (39-40), the full model would be entailed by the 

affixation analyses, as can be seen in (42-43).  (42a,b) are under the prefixation 

analysis: TS-Con ranks above Ident-T(IR) in (42a),13 where the prefixal reduplicant 

(underlined A-) of AA undergoes tone sandhi; Ident-T(IR) ranks above TS-Con in 

(42b), a ranking that guarantees this prefixal reduplicant of AAr to surface with the 

input L tone.  (43a,b) are under the suffixation analysis: the suffixal reduplicant –A 

of AA in (43a) retains its L tone, where Ident-T(IR) and TS-Con are not critically 

ranked; in (43b), Ident-T(IR) ranks above TS-Con, allowing the suffixal 

reduplicant –A of AAr to carry a high tone. 

 

(42) Reduplication as Prefixation (Input = L) 

a. AA (MH L): TS-Con >> Ident-T(IR)  
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b. AAr (L H): Ident-T(IR) >> TS-Con  

 

(43) Reduplication as Suffixation (Input = L) 

a. AA (MH L): Ident-T(IR), TS-Con 

b. AAr (L H): Ident-T(IR) >> TS-Con,  

 

The reranking between (42a) and (42b) or between (43a) and (43b) could be 

motivated as follows: AA pertains to a reduplication ranking, while AAr is subject to 

an er-suffixation ranking.  This assumption would be based on the fact that when AA 

is contracted with the diminutive suffix er, the contracted AAr displays a different 

tonal pattern from AA.  It would appear feasible that the reduplication (AA) and the 

er-suffixation (AAr) correlate to different constraint rankings.  Nevertheless, the IR 

faithfulness has been a matter of controversy.  As McCarthy and Prince (ibid: 358) 

indicate, it is “not logically possible, but empirically necessary.”   The 

Correspondence Theory has assumed that the IR constraints are for the most part 

subsidiary, and are dominated by other correspondence constraints in many rankings.  

Unfortunately, the affixation analyses in (42) and (43) would not be able to avoid the 

high ranking of Ident-T(IR).  

The self-compounding analysis is not obligated to distinguish IB and IR 

relationships.  Rather, it allows both A’s to be equally related to the input by simple 

IO faithfulness.  The problem of IR faithfulness is thereby resolved.  The fact that 

the noncontracted form, AA er, is not a legal output indicates that the er-contraction is 

not subject to OO correspondence, but it shows a case of IO correspondence in the 

noncopying environment.  
 

(44) Segment Correspondence 

 

                           
                      er  

 

    
 

 

 

 A    Ar  

Input 

 A  

Input 
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The segment correspondence in (44) illustrates two types of IO identity.  First, 

the IO identity in the environment of reduplication is undominated, making possible 

the self-compounding of segments.  Second, the IO identity in the noncopying 

environment is dominated by some other constraints such that vowel truncation is 

sanctioned. 

Tone correspondence of the Mandarin AA also operates on an IO ground, but in a 

more restricted way.  Consider again (39) and (40).  The contrast between the two is 

that the former is a trochaic reading while the latter is an iambic reading.  The input 

tone (L) in the first A of (39) but in the second A of (40) is retained.  It has been 

documented in several studies of Chinese dialects that the tone of an “accented”  

syllable is more stable and tends to remain invariant (Maddieson 1978, Wright 1983; 

Zhang 1997, Chen 2000, Duanmu 2000, Bao 2002).  The trochee in (39) is an 

inversed iamb, and is pragmatically triggered to soften the tongue; for example, it is 

often used to express care, etc.  In other words, alternative constraint rankings for the 

Mandarin AA can be pragmatically invoked: namely, “trochee >> iamb” for softened 

speech, but “ iamb >> trochee” for regular speech, as illustrated by the pair of tableaux 

below.  

 

(45) a. Iamb   Input: huanL   Output: huanMH huanL  ‘ slowly’  

/L / Iamb Trochee 

  a. LS   HW * !  
�

b. MHW  LS  * ! 

 

b. Trochee  Input: huanL   Output: huanL huarH  

/L / Trochee Iamb 
�

a. LS   HW  * ! 

b. MHW  LS * !  

 

The Rhythmic Correspondence is observed here from an IO perspective, namely, 

between the input and the stressed syllable of the output (hereafter, ISO), as can be 

schematized in (46) 
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(46) Rhythmic IO Correspondence 

(a)                       (b)      
 
 
 

ISO                       ISO    
 
 
 
                                 

 

The relevant constraint is formalized as (51). 

 

(47) Ident-T(ISO): corresponding tone elements of the input and the stressed syllable 

of the output are identical. 

 

Given this constraint, the stressed syllables in (45) retain their input L tones.  In 

(45a), the weak syllable of the iamb is governed by tone sandhi such that it surfaces 

with an MH contour.  The question then arises from (45b) as to where the tone of the 

trochaic weak syllable come from, as will be discussed in Section 5.3. 

 

5.3 The High Tone as TETU 

In contrast to the iambic reading, the AAr in (39) has shown a trochaic reading that 

yields a tone pattern of an L followed by an H.  The first syllable retains the input L 

by virtue of Ident-T(ISO), as structurally described in (46a).  The second syllable 

(the er-contracted A) carries a high tone in the surface.  The question is where this 

surface high tone comes from.  Two possibilities can be examined.  First, the source 

is the input.  Second, the source is an output.  The easiest account would be to posit 

an underlying H of the suffix er, such that the tonal output of the contracted AAr 

could be attributed to a simple matter of IO identity. 

However, there is no apparent evidence to support the claim that er has an 

underlying high tone.  Cheng (1973) presents this diminutive suffix with an 

underlying MH based on the assumption of its correlation to the noun erMH ‘son’ , 

but he admits that there is no direct justification for this viewpoint.  In fact, no 

convincing proof has been found to show that the suffix er is even specified with a 

tone at all in the input.  Wu (2002) then considers this high tone as an output tone.  

 As    Aw  
Trochaic Base 

Input 

 A  
Input 

 A  

 Aw   As  
Iambic Base  
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Her argument follows from a cross-linguistic survey that diminutive suffixes in many 

Chinese dialects tend to end up with a high-level or a high-rising in the surface (see. 

also Qian 1991, Huang 1993, Xing 1996, Li 1996, Wang 1997, Tsao 2002, among 

others).  As typologically logical as it is, there are some problems with this argument.  

First of all, the diminutive suffix er in its isolated form usually carries a neutral tone 

in the output, but never surfaces individually with an H.  Secondly, the 

noncontracted AA er is not a well-formed output, regardless of what tone the suffix er 

bears, as mentioned in Section 5.2.  Finally, the H is not phonetically realized when 

er is contracted with other categories, such as noun (warL ‘bowl’ ), verb (parMH 

‘climb’), classifier (kuarHM ‘piece’), etc.  In brief, the high tone is unlikely to be an 

underlying representation nor a phonetic form of the suffix er.  

A third possibility is that this high tone pertains to a property of the disyllabic 

reduplication rather than the diminutive suffix.  As in (48), the second syllable of AA 

is constantly H-toned without being contracted with er.  

 

(48) High Tone in Mandarin AA 

 Reduplication Gloss 

a. huanL huanH  ‘slowly’  

b. qianL qianH  ‘shallow’ 

c. haoL haoH  ‘nicely’  

d. henL henH  ‘ ruthlessly’  

e. yuanL yuanH  ‘ far’  

f. bianL bianH ‘ flat’  

 

In contrast to (39), where the weak syllables of the iambs are subject to Mandarin 

tone sandhi, the weak syllables of the trochees in (48) are H-toned. The presence of 

the high tone reflects a tone markedness hierarchy (TM-HR), as formalized in (49), 

where *H is ranked at the bottom.  Yin (1991) characterizes this high tone as a 

default tone in Mandarin, which is supplied when a syllable has no tone specification.  

She also draws on evidence from onomatopoetic words (e.g., pingH lingH pangH 

langH ‘bang! bang!’ ) and foreign letters (eyH chiaH biH ‘A + B’), which are assigned 

high tones by Mandarin speakers.  Chen (1994) indicates a diachronic tendency 

among Chinese dialects that in colloquial speech there is an increasing frequency of a 

tone movement towards Yin-Ping tone, which in Southern Min and Mandarin is a high 

level.  These observations provide a motivation for TM-HR, by which the high tone 

in question can be viewed as the emergence of the unmarked (TETU, McCarthy and 
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Prince 1994). 

(49) TM-HR: *L, *M >> *H. 

 

Alternative rankings of TM-HR are perceived in (50).  The motivation is also 

rhythmic: (50a) is pertinent to a trochaic ranking, Ident-T(ISO), TM-HR >> TS-Con; 

whereas (50b) belongs to an iambic ranking. Ident-T(ISO), TS-Con >> TM-HR.  In 

either case, self-compounding is assumed for the total reduplication of segments, 

while the Rhythmic Correspondence (ISO identity) is observed to govern the tonal 

outputs.   

 

(50) a. Trochee  Input: huanL   Output: huanL huanH  

/L/ Ident-T(ISO) TM-HR TS-Con 

  a. L L  * ! *  
�

b. L H    

  c. L LH  * !  

  d. H H * !   

 

b. Iamb  Input: huanL   Output: huanMH huanL  

/L / Ident-T(ISO) TS-Con TM-HR 

  a. L   L  * ! *  
�

b. MH  L   *  

  c. L   MH * !  *  

  d. MH MH * !  *  

 

To avoid distraction, only trochaic candidates are considered in (50a), while only 

iambic candidates are listed in (50b).  The optimal output of (50a) shows that the 

tone pattern of the trochaic AA is identical with that of AAr, a fact that makes it 

possible to posit a toneless suffix er in the input.  It is reasonable to say then that the 

er-contraction does not cause any tone change, because the suffix er is not specified 

with an underlying tone.   

 

(51) Mandarin AA and AAr (No Tone Sanhi) 

 AA AAr Gloss 

a. manHM manH  manHM marH  ‘slowly’  

b. changMH changH  changMH charH  ‘often’  
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c. gaoH gaoH  gaoH garH  ‘high’  

d. jianH jianH  jianH jiarH  ‘sharp’  

 

In (51), Mandarin tone sandhi is irrelevant, since there are no adjacent low tones.  

The outputs show that the weak syllable of either the trochaic AA or the trochaic AAr 

is constantly H-toned.  Again, the emergence of H is subsumed under the metrical 

pattern and follows from the tone markedness hierarchy.  It is not attributed to the 

suffix er. 

 

6. Conclusion 
In syllable contraction, segment identity between the base and the contractum must be 

suppressed so that consonants or vowels can be truncated.  BC tone identity, per 

contra, is observed through diverse domains.  This paper has provided a 

correspondence analysis of the various types of tone contraction.  

Full tone contraction firmly complies with BC identity, which prohibits any 

truncation of tone.  An avenue to the tone truncation is through the domain of OV 

correspondence.  Both Southern Min and Mandarin require a double-recursive 

grammar to differentiate emphatic and nonemphatic contracta, where truncated and 

nontruncated tones are selected as output variants.  In addition, syllable contraction 

includes a process of mora reduction, which reflects a case of moraic anti-faithfulness 

and may create a tone-mora mismatch.  The BC tone identity is restrained when 

tones outnumber morae.  In general, both Chinese dialects follow a unified constraint 

ranking in terms of full tone contraction. 

This research has proposed a model of Rhythm Correspondence (OO) to govern 

neutral tone contraction.  This model establishes a metrical foundation for tone 

correspondence.  Southern Min illustrates UBC correspondence, where the neutral 

tone is constantly parsed in the contractum.  Mandarin conforms to SBC 

correspondence, and the neutral tone is always lost in syllable contraction. 

The investigation of reduplicate tone contraction offers an opportunity to 

reconsider the nature of Chinese reduplications, particularly from the perspective of 

tone.  Both tonal and segmental outputs facilitate Yip’s self-compounding analysis of 

reduplication, which assumes no BR correspondence and avoids the IR controversy.  

The notion of PBC correspondence is posited to explicate the tone pattern of Southern 

Min AA2, where the triplication as a whole constitutes the base for contraction.  

Finally, the tonal output of Mandarin AAr results from the extension of the Rhythmic 

Correspondence to an IO ground as well as the incorporation of TETU. 
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To my knowledge, this paper is the first research themed on Chinese tone 

contraction. It has shown that both dialects require a separate grammar of tone in 

addition to one governing segment. 
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Footnotes 
1In this paper, Southern Min and Mandarin refer to the dialects spoken in Taiwan. 
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2For example, the contracta may have onset clusters that are not allowed in 

Southern Min or Mandarin. 
3A base tone here refers to a citation tone, i.e., the tone of an isolated syllable.  

A sandhi tone here refers to an altered tone in connected speech. 
4Chang (2002) observes in Hailu Hakka an example kitM toHM ‘how many’ , in 

which the mid tone of kit is a surface tone and its underlying tone is a high tone. The 

tonal contractum is HM instead of MHM.  Chang therefore suggests that syllable 

contraction may combine underlying tones.  However, there is only one example in 

her research and it remains unclear whether a common pattern would be observed in 

additional data.  It is also unclear whether the contracted HM comes from H HM. 
5In Mandarin, syllables do not normally contrast in length, except those of 

neutral tones, which are phonetically short. 
6Constraints like OCP(L), *LL, *33, Parse-L-R, etc. are used to prohibit adjacent 

low tones in Mandarin (Hsiao 1996, Zhang 1997, Lin 1999). In Southern Min, 

constraints like T2D, *T, Ident-T-R and so on are used to prevent a base tone from 

occurring nonfinally within a local domain (Hsiao 1996, 2000, Lin 1999).  
7The parenthesized tsaiH is not a participant of the tone contraction, but it merely 

provides the context for tone sandhi in the output base. 
8A full-toned open syllable in Mandarin is conventionally represented as CV 

rather than CVV, since the vowel length is predictable. That is, the vowel is long in an 

open syllable, but short in a closed syllable. In other words, the full-toned CV, CVG, 

and CVN are all bimoraic (for further discussions of Mandarin syllables, see Duanmu 

2000). Southern Min is of the same vowel pattern, except that it has checked syllables: 

CVC. The checked syllable is also bimoraic, as the coda drop in connected speech 

will cause the lengthening of the vowel (see Hsiao 1997). 
9In the case of (14a), no mora reduction occurs; the onset of the second source 

syllable is dropped (zhang → ang), but the two syllables are not contracted into one. 
10There is only one high-falling tone in Southern Min, and thus HM and HL do 

not really contrast in the native speaker’s intuition.  
11To simplify the tableaux, candidate (a) in either (25) or (26), is a simplified 

representation of various similar candidates, each of which may violate (T=1)µ in 

different ways. For example, it may be the first, the second or the third mora that 

carries two tones. Candidate (e) is also a simplified representation; it may be the first 

or the second tone element that is associated with two morae. 
12To accounts for the segmental outputs of the reduplication, Yip (2001) proposes 
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two constraints, RHYME, which dictates that output must contain at least one pair of 

adjacent syllables with identical rhymes and ALLITERATE, which dictates that 

output must contain at least one pair of adjacent syllables with identical onsets (for 

further discussions, see Section 3 of her article). 
13The constraint Ident-T(IR) requires that corresponding tone elements of the 

input and the reduplicant be identical. 
 
 
 


